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Total area 42 m2

Floor area* 33 m2

Balcony 9 m2

Parking 1 parking space

Garage Yes

Cellar Yes

PENB B

Reference number 103516

* Area of the unit according to the Civil Code. The
area consists of the sum total area of the entire
unit bounded by perimeter walls.

This designer southwest-facing apartment in the mountains
with a balcony and beautiful views of the greenery is part of
the TRIO Harrachov complex, which is located in a quiet place
near a forest and at the same time just a few steps from the
center of this popular resort. This vacation apartment can be
used as a second home, but it's also an interesting investment
opportunity.

The spacious living room with a kitchen, dining room, and sleeping area
leads to a generous balcony with directs view of the forest. There is also a
bathroom (shower, sink, toilet) and an entrance hall with plenty of storage
space, including a full-sized fridge with a freezer. The washing machine is
located in the kitchen area.

The interior is cozy with oak floors, custom-made by carpenters, and
traditional TON chairs. Facilities also include an extra-large bed (2 x 2 m),
designer lamps, an LG TV, a KAVA HOME wooden dining table, LED light
strips, lacquered doors with black handles, and a complete kitchen with
Bosch appliances. Wooden windows have thermally and acoustically
insulating triple glazing, curtains, and blackout blinds. Gas central heating.
The purchase price includes a garage parking space and basement cubicle
ideal for storing bikes, skis, and other sports equipment. The apartment is
offered including all equipment, so it is possible to start using it immediately
without additional expenses.

Harrachov is one of the most important Krkonoše mountain resorts with a
complete infrastructure and excellent conditions for a wide range of sports
activities throughout the year. The complex is located next to a stream and a
forest at the foot of Hřebínek Hill, near a cable car station leading to popular
Devil's Mountain. Other easily accessible activities include golf (a 9-hole
course with an indoor simulator), a bobsleigh track, a ropes course, a
swimming pool, an indoor pool, or paragliding. The main promenade is
close-by, but can't be heard from the apartment. There is a restaurant within
the complex, and other places to eat as well as groceries, a post office, or
ATMs are located in close proximity. The town center's attractions include
the Mammoth Ski Jumping Bridge, the Glass and Ski Museum, and the
breathtaking Mumlava Waterfalls. Harrachov is less than 2 hours away from
Prague by car or by direct bus.

Total floor area 33 m2, balcony 9 m2, cellar 2.2 m2.
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